Wa l t e r w a y H i l l s

Star Material colts
bring home blues
for Walterway Hills
Success continues to follow WCproducing stallion Star Material (Talent
Town x Gold Star’s Ballerina by
Stonewall’s Main Event) and his owner
Larry Hartsock with winner after winner
coming from his Walterway Hills Farm
in Castlewood, VA.
In 2002 alone, WC Walterway’s
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Larry Hartsock
of Virginia
finds showing
good promotion.
Remember Me (Star Material x
Yorktown’s Forget Me Not) was 3-YearOld 5-Gaited UPHA Champion at the
American Royal, in a class packed with
WC entries. The gelding is owned by
Kenny and Ceil Wheeler of Memphis,
TN and was shown by Nelson Green.
“He has the power of a stake horse,”
Larry comments, “and is flashy, a liver
chestnut with silver mane and tail.” At
Walterway Hills is a three-year-old full
sister to Remember Me and three
embryos transfer full siblings for 2003.
Star Material prospects in training
now are High Enough, park pleasure,
with Merrill Murray; Call Waiting,
three-year-old 3-gaited mare with Mike
Roberts; and four very promising Star
Material two-year-olds with Roger
Meade.
Twelve foals by Star Material are due
at Walterway Hills in 2003, with a few

Walterway’s Remember Me WC Weanling
youngsters still available at the farm.
The priority at Walterway Hills is
getting mares in foal – and the job is
getting done, including with shipped
semen. The farm’s mares were selected
specifically for his stallion and many
have been successful show horses.
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“Star Material is big, very, very
athletic and charismatic,” Larry says. “He
has a lot of ‘top,’ a long neck and a nice
head and is an elegant mover.
“When I pick our mares for him I
evaluate pedigrees first,” Larry says, “then
I look to see if they are nice individuals.
Some of the best crosses with Star
Material are Globetrotter, Yorktown,
Attache and Sultan.”
Walterway Hills sends many of its
foals into the show ring, obviously with
good results. “We want people to see our
foals show,” Larry says. “That’s the best
way we can advertise the stallion and
promote the investment our buyers
make.”
Reach Waterway Hills and Larry
Hartsock at Rt. 2, Box 148, Castlewood,
VA 24224. (276) 794-7656.

